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BEAUTIFULLY PRESENTED 4

bedroom home

•

In very popular tree-lined Broad

Avenue

•

Surprising combination of

cottage style and space

•

Large through lounge and

separate dining room

•

Extended and improved with

GREAT ATTENTION TO DETAIL

•

BEAUTIFULLY PRESENTED 4 bedroom home combining the style of a cottage, whilst being quite spacious.  Extended and
improved over the years with GREAT ATTENTION TO DETAIL.  A standout feature is the FABULOUS MASTER BEDROOM. In
lovely tree-lined avenue.
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BROAD AVENUE is a well named sought-after road in Queens Park,
being wide and tree-lined, of individual high quality homes
No. 18 is a particularly good example, that has been extended and
updated to create a BEAUTIFULLY PRESENTED 4 bedroom home with a
surprising combination of COTTAGE-STYLE AND SPACE
A SPACIOUS ENTRANCE HALL is a lovely introduction and to the left is a
Dining Room with parquet flooring
The THROUGH LOUNGE is a very tranquil room, with a feature Swanage
brickette fireplace (flame-effect gas fire installed) and doors lead out to the
garden
With a LANTERN SKYLIGHT, the Kitchen/Breakfast room is a great
feature, fitted with blue-painted units, with integrated Neff double oven
and Hotpoint induction hob.  Doors lead out to the garden
There is also a LARGE UTILITY ROOM with plenty of cupboards and
worktops and space for the usual appliances
Ground floor accommodation is completed by a cloakroom and
STUDY/Occasional space bedroom
Our favourite feature is the SUPERB MASTER BEDROOM which has an
extensive range of fitted furniture and LARGE EN SUITE with bath and
separate walk-in shower
The second bedroom has a small EN SUITE SHOWER and there is a
further double bedroom and a single room which share the LUXURY
BATHROOM
Such a lovely home deserves fine surroundings, and the REAR GARDEN
should not disappoint, being gently tiered and featuring a PAVIOURED
PATIO adjacent to the house
The front garden is largely shingled, to provide AMPLE CASUAL
PARKING and leading to the INTEGRAL GARAGE with remote-opening
door
Queens Park is a leafy area of Bournemouth, very popular with families
due to the excellent range of local schools, including the two grammar
schools and Park independent schools
It is centred around the open space of the park itself and there are other
excellent leisure opportunities nearby
The Wessex Way provides an easy route in and out of town, and
Castlepoint Shopping Centre on Castle Lane has a good range of multiple
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These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied 
upon as statements or representations of fact. Any areas, measurements or distances 
are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not 
necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all the 
necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and we have not tested any 
services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or 
otherwise. 
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